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Balance in the human body
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The preconditions for a good health are proper functioning of the body and keeping overall internal
balance. Every day, the human body is exposed to factors that disturb this balance. Luckily, there are
several mechanisms that take care of this, that maintain a dynamic balance.

But if the balance is disturbed for a longer time, problems begin to appear.

Our diet has a huge impact on the balance of the internal environment.

The acid-base balance is one of the components which provide the overall balance.

It is a process in which the internal mechanisms in a person‘s body ensure that bodily fluids (especially
blood) are not too acidic or too alkaline. The human body works properly only when bodily fluids are
neutral.



1.1 Acid-base balance and civilisation diseases
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Factors which cause acidification of the organism:
§ Processes happening in the human body mainly after eating – metabolism, during which sugars

and fat are broken down to generate the energy needed for the body to function; acidic substances
are formed as metabolites.

§ Mental conditions – anger, aggression, anxiety, fear – they trigger the production of acidic
substances. Mental stress is also a factor – a person usually breathes shallowly and fast, which
leads to an increased CO2 concentration in the blood and carbonic acid begins to form.

§ Polluted air, electro emissions, chemical drugs and/or dietary supplements, smoking, alcohol.
§ Our diet plays a big role and we can highly influence this factor. Sufficient salivation also

helps alkalize what we eat.

Disruption of the acid-base balance – acidification of the organism

Symptoms of over-acidification: headache, fatigue, irritability, bad breath, stomach and intestinal
problems, sensitivity to cold, cold feet, hair loss, reduced immunity.

These symptoms can eventually lead to more serious diseases.
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Acidity and alkalinity are given in pH values (potential of
hydrogen), which express the amount of free hydrogen
ions H+. There is a pH scale from
0 to 14 to show the pH values:
§ Acidic: 1pH–6pH
§ Neutral: 7pH
§ Alkaline: 8pH–14pH

Acid-forming chemical elements: sulfur (S), phosphorus
(P), chlorine (Cl), iodine (I).
Alkaline-forming chemical elements: sodium (Na),
calcium (Ca), potassium (K), magnesium (Mg),
iron (Fe).

Acidity and alkalinity
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Civilisation diseases
Inappropriate (too acidic) diet can be considered the standard diet of our civilisation. This diet leads to
organism acidification, which can cause diseases – these illnesses are called the civilisation diseases
(modern society diseases).

How does over-acidification work and what does it cause?

Elasticity of red blood cells is lost -> they become difficult to pass through capillaries -> worsened
oxygen supply to organs, tissues -> walls of blood vessels solidify, form a cholesterol patch -> cells
without oxygen can operate without it for a short time -> start producing acids -> capillaries narrow even
more -> this cycle repeats -> leads to serious health problems such as heart attack, stroke, chronic
inflammation, cancer, hypertension, allergies, atopic eczema, arteriosclerosis, diabetes mellitus,
osteoporosis, osteoarthritis etc.
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Our organism‘s mechanisms to regulate the acidification:
• Buffer mechanism
• Respiratory mechanism – one of the most important. Brings
oxygen directly to the cells. That is why deep breathing during
walks on the fresh air or sport are so helpful to keep the balance.  
• Renal mechanism
• Liver mechanism
• Heart mechanism (myocardium)

How to maintain balance in the body ?

How to influence the acidcity of the organism?
• Choice of diet – more alkaline food.
• Physical activity – faster breathing removes more CO2 from the blood.
• Mental state – the elimination of long-term negative mental states which would lead to acidification.



1.2 Acidic and alkaline 
food
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A healthy diet should be variable, rich in fruits
and vegetables, legumes, light lean meats,
fish, milk, cheese and high-density food.

Nutrition containing a lot of fruits and
vegetables and food rich in fibre is an excellent
prevention from contemporary civilisation
diseases.

Ideal proportion of food in a diet:
80 % alkaline, 20 % acidic.
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Free radicals – danger for the body:
Free radicals form naturally in the body as a by-product of metabolism. In addition, some external
factors increase their production (tabaco smoke, environmental pollution, radiation, drugs, alcohol,
pesticides, ozone etc.). We can limit the free radicals formation but cannot prevent it.

Antioxidants – neutralize free radicals:
• Thanks to neutralisation they protect cells, tissue, nervous system and more

from damage.
• Protect the immune system, the organism‘s personal data.
• Have a preventive effect against heart and vascular diseases, decrease aging.

Flavonoids – fight free radicals in the body:
• Occur as a natural dye in fruits and vegetables.
• Have anti-inflammatory, anti-viral and antioxidant effects.
• Affect the permeability of blood vessels and capillaries, the formation

of blood clots, which can help reduce heart attacks and cerebral stroke.


